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Agenda
12:00 tee-up and framing

 Review of The Operational Analytics 
Series to date

 Operational Analytics Framework and 
Overview

 The Role that Visible Measurement 
Systems Play

 Sustaining them

12:20 Case Examples 

12:45 Q&A/Dialogue

12:55 Close-out

This Webinar is provided in 
partnership with the 
following IISE ‘affinity 
groups’:

• The Michigan and Louisville 
Chapters

• The Industrial Advisory Board
• The Young Professionals Group
• The Society for Engineering and 

Management Systems
• Operational Excellence (Lean) 

Division
• The Society for Health Systems

• And, the Industry Practitioner 
Track Program Committee for the 
Annual IISE Conference, New 
Orleans 2020. (Kaz Takeda, 
Manager IE & IAB, Disneyland; 
Scott Sink, ISE/OSU & CISE; Kira 
Hansen, Harley Davidson/Young 
Professionals Group)
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Takeaways, 

Learnings—

Your Key 

Points

What 

Worked for 

you with 

today’s 

webinar?

What needs 

work?

Unmet, Unfulfilled 

Wants, Needs—how 

can we provide 

more value?

Aha Moments 

and Action 

Items?

See you at the 

Annual IISE All-Ohio 

Dinner Meeting?

Q&A—Please ask questions, provide feedback ‘real time’ 

using Go2Webinar ‘Chat’ Functionality



Webinar Line-up

9 July—Operational Analytics:  ideas on how to sustain visible measurement systems and the 
process improvement benefits you’ve worked to achieve (Scott Sink)

13 Aug—Virtual Mentoring:  Career Choicepoint learnings, lessons, tips from Senior ISE 
Leaders (David Poirier, President, The Poirier Group; Ron Romano, Sr. Mgr. Business Process 
Reengineering, Walmart, Canada; Yves Belanger, VP Supply Chain, Wolseley Canada)

27 Aug—The next 7 Habits of Highly Effective Young (ISE) Professionals (Select Group of 
Young ISE Professionals from Discover, United Airlines, Case Western Law School)

10 Sept—Winners Presentations from the IISE Outstanding Capstone Sr. Design Projects 
from 2018-19 (Georgia Tech/Cisco; Ohio State/Abbott Nutrition; Virginia Tech/Eastman Chemical)

1 Oct—Being Successful as a “Covert” ISE (Sean Gionvese, IE Manager, Lockeed Martin and 
Scott Sink)

29 Oct—Service Systems Engineering:  Three of the top 6 finalists from this years IISE 
Outstanding Service Systems Engineering Award will present. OSU Student Life, Penn State 
SEE, Penn State Health System

12 Nov—ISE and Data and Implementation Sciences  Ben Amaba, CTO IBM and Scott Sink

3 Dec—TBD 



This Series can be accessed at:

https://www.iise.org/details.aspx?id=46729

Webinar #1:  Foundations      7 Dec 2017 (and GLR Conference)     

Share the Framework, the Models, the Abstractions, the Principles

Management Systems Model

Intel “Triangle” Model

Webinar #2:   Foundational Data Role--Measurement and Analysis 

Planning March 2018
Measurement Planning using Value Stream Maps, Data Models derive from refining the 

Management System Model, The Data Management Role of ISE’s in Process Improvement 

Projects

Webinar #3:    Best in Class ILSS Project Final TG’s April 2018
Showcase best in class projects, shine spotlight on Op Analytics

Webinar #4:  Decision Support Role—M&A Execution  June 2018
Feature and Knowledge Extraction, Creating Chartbooks and VSM’s, supporting the 

evaluation phase of DMAIC projects and then also the Control Stage.

Webinar #5:    Putting it all together  26 July 2018

Revisiting the Management Systems Model with Case Examples

https://www.iise.org/details.aspx?id=46729


Key points—Intel’s Supply Chain Group on Operational Analytics 
(covered off in detail in the Series to this point)

1. Good analytics come from good problem statements, access to the right 
data, and applying the right techniques

2. Some people have every skill – business acumen, data, technique – to 
perform a good analysis – but it tends to result in a slow ‘craft’ process

3. Investment in the right data foundation has a positive ROI, as analysts 
move faster when they trust the data – results in faster results

4. Good data visualizations can tell the right story quickly, because people 
are predisposed to believe what they see in a chart …

5. There is very positive ROI in getting these decisions right – small analytics 
teams can wield disproportionate influence on the bottom line

6. Good analytics drive positive action – indeed, in Intel’s supply chain 
environment, simple/influential beats complex/impotent every time



Key points

1. Visible Measurement Systems (VMS) are fundamental and powerful motivational 
mechanisms, key element in Job Characteristics Theory;

2. VMS’s are critical, must have requirements in Op Ex and Strategy and Policy 
Deployment Programs and Initiatives;

3. The End Game is to Create Improved Enterprise Value and the VMS’s help ‘all of 
us’ know how we are doing in that regard;

4. VMS’s are the ‘user interfaces’ for Operational Analytics so to speak;

5. VMS’s can/should provoke more timely decisions and actions that drive all 
types and forms of improvement (CI, DMAIC, DfLSS, etc.)

6. Building Better VMS’s require some ‘architecture and engineering’ and 
sustainability of Visible Metrics that naturally drive and sustain high 
performance is function of the initial design process;

7. Sustaining Habits and Behaviors:  Lessons, Learnings, Tips



Definitional

Visible Measurement Systems:

1. the level 1-4 Visibility Boards that many of you have throughout organization;

2. the digital displays that exist at various ‘control points’, some work center 
focused some line focused, etc.;

3. Visuals that you use to run your ‘all-hands’ meetings and huddles;

4. Chartbooks, Dashboards, etc. that have been assembled to reflect various 
views of performance and support ‘all-hands’ meetings or Study Adjust Sessions 
or Kaizen Events, etc.

5. Might be more, these are the ones I’ve seen the past 30 years in my work and 
benchmarking tours (about 5 a year).



Nice example of 4 level 
KRA’s and KPI’s Structure



Key Result Areas

1. Effectiveness—doing right thing? Outputs/Outcome

2. Efficiency—using right resources?  Inputs

3. Quality—end2end, system wide, meet spec’s/requirements

4. Productivity—Ouput/Input, flow, Lead Time, Throughput Capacity

5. Quality of Work Life—’affective’ responses from humans in system

6. Innovation—rate of improvement

7. Profitability/Budgetability—

8. Sustainability—Green but also Resilience, Growth, Survivability, Thrive



KRA to KPI design—
illustration

Productivity

Labor

Direct Indirect

Materials

Yield

Similar to Work Breakdown Structures, we can create 
logical, causal models or Measurement Breakdown 
Structures.



KRA to KPI design

An example of how 
some have thought 
through a process for 
designing KPI’s.  

Point isn’t to copy this 
rather than to treat 
developing KPI’s as a 
design process, a 
process that will have a 
huge impact on the 
quality of Metrics you 
use and the 
sustainability of them as 
drivers for performance 
improvement.



Come in many forms and shapes 
and used in many ways, as you 
all know



Often a blend of PDSA 
information, often ‘interactive’



Often also just a ‘chartbook’, organized 
on walls



Often integrated as a 
component of “Hoshin 
Kanri”



The basic concept

An example of a Measurement 
Breakdown Structure, KRA to 
KPI decomposition, logically and 
causally. 

This conceptual design ‘map’ is 
critical for success and the logic 
has to be tight.  

Metrics have to be ‘line of sight’ 
and relevant.

As with my Whirlpool example, 
ideally, the ‘if I do this, then this 
happens to the metric’ 
causalities are clear and they 
work. 



And, the learning from these 
examples…

More often than not, we find systems like these and they take 
a lot of time and effort (administrative intensity) AND they do 
not have the impact that they should or could.

It’s easy to create charts and hang on the wall.

It’s harder to create the right charts, the charts that will 
provoke timely decisions and actions and improvement.



Key points

1. Visible Measurement Systems (VMS) are fundamental and powerful motivational 
mechanisms, key element in Motivation of Employees;

2. VMS’s are critical, must have requirements in Op Ex and Strategy and Policy 
Deployment Programs and Initiatives;

3. The End Game is to Create Improved Enterprise Value and the VMS’s help ‘all of 
us’ know how we are doing in that regard;

4. VMS’s are the ‘user interfaces’ for Operational Analytics so to speak;

5. VMS’s can/should provoke more timely decisions and actions that drive all 
types and forms of improvement (CI, DMAIC, DfLSS, etc.)

6. Building Better VMS’s require some ‘architecture and engineering’ and 
sustainability of Visible Metrics that naturally drive and sustain high 
performance is function of the initial design process;

7. Sustaining Habits and Behaviors:  Lessons, Learnings, Tips



We covered this in our 4 June 
Webinar—let’s zoom in on 2



2—the job/work itself

• I find this model 
useful, one of the first 
models I used to 
improve performance 
as a line employee at 
a Whirlpool Plant in 
Findlay, Ohio.

• Perfect fit, was able 
to get quality of 
painting to go up by 
40% in less than a 
month!  

• Willing workers doing 
their best had 70% 
yield, through Covert 
ISE, I raised that to 
95%!!   



Scott’s initial reduction to practice with JCT 
and Visual Measurement Systems—Su 1971

I actually did this on graph 
paper, just paper and pencil, just 
a run chart (like this but hand 
done).

Had to work a bit to get the 
data!!  Interesting story…



And now my friends, the 
rest of the story…

Early Aug, just before Scott’s about to return to OSU ISE for Senior 
year and just before change of shifts.

Scott’s Supervisor, Don, approaches him and takes him to the bulletin 
board where the chart proudly hangs and asks Scott to explain what 
it’s all about…

Scott tells the story and frankly expects at least a big ‘at-a-boy’, keep 
it up, thanks;

But Don has a pained look on his face, like he’s upset or has a big 
problem.

He explains to Scott that he is accountable for the painters and the 
rework staff on the paint line (not the QC people).  

As a result of Scott’s intervention he now has to lay off almost 10 
rework employees (he had 10 painters and 12 rework in his 
department). 

Don paused and then said he’d decided that the charts should come 
down that the bulletin board was for official company business only 
and not for some College Student’s little experiment.  

Not an exaggeration.

An example of a 
‘defensive routine.’

Common.

This behavior is still 
prevalent in 
organizations—fear 
of the consequences 
of good 
measurement.
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Key points

1. Visible Measurement Systems (VMS) are fundamental and powerful motivational 
mechanisms, key element in Job Characteristics Theory;

2. VMS’s are critical, must have requirements in Op Ex and Strategy and Policy 
Deployment Programs and Initiatives;

3. The End Game is to Create Improved Enterprise Value and the VMS’s help ‘all of 
us’ know how we are doing in that regard;

4. VMS’s are the ‘user interfaces’ for Operational Analytics so to speak;

5. VMS’s can/should provoke more timely decisions and actions that drive all 
types and forms of improvement (CI, DMAIC, DfLSS, etc.)

6. Building Better VMS’s require some ‘architecture and engineering’ and 
sustainability of Visible Metrics that naturally drive and sustain high 
performance is function of the initial design process;

7. Sustaining Habits and Behaviors:  Lessons, Learnings, Tips



Visible Measurement Systems are a 
key component to an Op Ex Program

VMS doesn’t show 
up explicitly but it 
is an implicit (and 
should be explicit) 
component in any 
Op Ex Program or 
Initiative.

“You get what you 
inspect not what 
you expect.”

Can’t have this without great VMS’s



Visible Measurement Systems are often 
also an integral component of some type 
of Strategy Deployment Process



Key points

1. Visible Measurement Systems (VMS) are fundamental and powerful motivational 
mechanisms, key element in Job Characteristics Theory;

2. VMS’s are critical, must have requirements in Op Ex and Strategy and Policy 
Deployment Programs and Initiatives;

3. The End Game is to Create Improved Enterprise Value and the VMS’s help ‘all of 
us’ know how we are doing in that regard;

4. VMS’s are the ‘user interfaces’ for Operational Analytics so to speak;

5. VMS’s can/should provoke more timely decisions and actions that drive all 
types and forms of improvement (CI, DMAIC, DfLSS, etc.)

6. Building Better VMS’s require some ‘architecture and engineering’ and 
sustainability of Visible Metrics that naturally drive and sustain high 
performance is function of the initial design process;

7. Sustaining Habits and Behaviors:  Lessons, Learnings, Tips



Increase

Franchise Potential

Geographic Coverage / 

Offerings Provided / 

Served Segments / Etc.

Optimize

Relationship Investments
(Appropriate / Adequate / 

Efficient / Effective)

Value Exchange

Management

Improve

Investment Delivery
(Flexibility /

Cost / Quality)

Productivity/ Quality / Capability 

& Capacity/ Consistency/ 

Efficiency/ Global 

Competitiveness

ISE’s Contribution is to Optimize Enterprise 
Value: High Quality Visible Measurement 

Systems are a Must to do this

1x

POSITIONING STRATEGY RESOURCE ALLOCATION EXECUTION

50x

10x

25x





Building effective 
measurement systems 
that drive rapid 
improvement is a key 
‘contribution’, value 
proposition for ISE’s.

It falls in these areas of 
the Enterprise Value Map:

Improve Management 
and Governance 
Effectiveness

Improve Execution 
Capabilities 



Key points

1. Visible Measurement Systems (VMS) are fundamental and powerful motivational 
mechanisms, key element in Job Characteristics Theory;

2. VMS’s are critical, must have requirements in Op Ex and Strategy and Policy 
Deployment Programs and Initiatives;

3. The End Game is to Create Improved Enterprise Value and the VMS’s help ‘all of 
us’ know how we are doing in that regard;

4. VMS’s are the ‘user interfaces’ for Operational Analytics so to speak;

5. VMS’s can/should provoke more timely decisions and actions that drive all 
types and forms of improvement (CI, DMAIC, DfLSS, etc.)

6. Building Better VMS’s require some ‘architecture and engineering’ and 
sustainability of Visible Metrics that naturally drive and sustain high 
performance is function of the initial design process;

7. Sustaining Habits and Behaviors:  Lessons, Learnings, Tips



Operational Analytics

▪ This is a useful 

visual that conveys 

much of what we 

mean by 

Operational 

Analytics.



This is another ‘view’ that helps us 

understand Operational Analytics 

The Business 

Processes/Value 

Streams

Upstream 

Systems 

and Inputs:

Suppliers & 

customer 

orders

Downstream 

Systems and 

Outputs:

Orders 

Fulfilled

Data management 

and Operational 

Analytics

Data 

entry

Data Organization

Leadership & 

management team

(wisdom application, 

data/facts to information 

conversion process)

Data 

capture

Information 

portrayal

Information 

perception/ 

understanding

/ insights

Decisions
Actions

VMS’s are 

right here!!
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Key points

1. Visible Measurement Systems (VMS) are fundamental and powerful motivational 
mechanisms, key element in Job Characteristics Theory;

2. VMS’s are critical, must have requirements in Op Ex and Strategy and Policy 
Deployment Programs and Initiatives;

3. The End Game is to Create Improved Enterprise Value and the VMS’s help ‘all of 
us’ know how we are doing in that regard;

4. VMS’s are the ‘user interfaces’ for Operational Analytics so to speak;

5. VMS’s can/should provoke more timely decisions and actions that drive all 
types and forms of improvement (CI, DMAIC, DfLSS, etc.)

6. Building Better VMS’s require some ‘architecture and engineering’ and 
sustainability of Visible Metrics that naturally drive and sustain high 
performance is function of the initial design process;

7. Sustaining Habits and Behaviors:  Lessons, Learnings, Tips



This is what we are intending to create 

with well designed VMSystems

▪ “Above the line” analyst role

• Extract features based on questions you have to answer by 

‘torturing’ the data until it speaks to you and others.  Pick right 

metrics of interest!!

• Apply curiosity & business acumen to data & analyses – create new 

knowledge, insights, ‘aha’s’  

• Apply data visualization techniques to aid in telling the right story –

as in life, so in business: the best story wins …Develop the Art 

of Great Story Lines and Powerful Visualizations and stay 

focused on driving the ‘end game’  

Goal!!!

http://www.osu.edu/


Key points

1. Visible Measurement Systems (VMS) are fundamental and powerful motivational 
mechanisms, key element in Job Characteristics Theory;

2. VMS’s are critical, must have requirements in Op Ex and Strategy and Policy 
Deployment Programs and Initiatives;

3. The End Game is to Create Improved Enterprise Value and the VMS’s help ‘all of 
us’ know how we are doing in that regard;

4. VMS’s are the ‘user interfaces’ for Operational Analytics so to speak;

5. VMS’s can/should provoke more timely decisions and actions that drive all 
types and forms of improvement (CI, DMAIC, DfLSS, etc.)

6. Building Better VMS’s require some ‘architecture and engineering’ and 
sustainability of Visible Metrics that naturally drive and sustain high 
performance is function of the initial design process;

7. Sustaining Habits and Behaviors:  Lessons, Learnings, Tips



Visible Measurement Systems:

1. We want them to be pervasive and to be proactively reducing the latencies we mentioned;

2. We want them to drive statistical thinking and systems thinking, not single data point 
management and not half baked causal thinking;

3. We want the collection of visuals and the individual visuals to be designed and portrayed in 
a way that provokes timely and appropriate decisions and actions (or confirms ‘do 
nothing’);

4. We want them to adhere to solid ‘cognitive engineering’ principles;

5. we want them to aid separation of noise from signal;

6. we want them to be visible in the right spots in the Value Streams.

7. We want the ‘study-adjust’ process to be well engineered and flow fast.

8. Etc………

Ideal State (examples of 
the requirements/wants)



Visible Measurement Systems:

1. they are not designed well, a lot of copying going on, going through motions, they are up 

but aren’t tapped to full potential;

2. Often they do not support statistical thinking, do not portray enough longitudinal data and 
hence cause and effect are confused, not clear/transparent;

3. They are done out of compliance (a have to rather than a choose to, for the right reasons);

4. Visuals are created by those who are often unconsciously incompetent, not effective 
visuals;

5. The study-adjust process is not crafted properly, not managed well;

6. Visibility, feedback is separated from the ‘control points’ in the value streams;

7. Ownership of ‘charts’, graphs, visuals is a hot potato, often not viewed as an important 
task;

8. When process improvement projects are complete, and new, valuable charts, visuals are 
created to help sustain improved performance for new metrics of interest, ensuring 
accountable agents to sustain the new ‘measures’ is difficult and often has a half life…..

Current State (critique view)
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3—ISE interventions that change the 

system/process and in doing so evoke more 

ideal Employee Behaviors

• At the highest level, it’s BPR 
but there are Solution 
Elements that  are created 
that reflect the reality of 
the changes:

• 2-second Lean, Walk and Talks

• Visible 
Measurement 
Systems

• Agile/Scrums/Sprints
• Value Stream Mapping and 

Analytics
• Hoshin Kanri
• Boot Camps (personal and 

professional mastery training)

• Stakeholder value 
exchange optimization 
(CRM expanded)

• Standard Work
• etc. 



From-To Migration—high level

Current State?

1. Not well designed;

2. Do not support 
Statistical/Systems Thinking;

3. Often a Have To rather than 
a Choose To;

4. Visualizations not 
‘cognitively engineered’, not 
effective;

5. The study-adjust process is 
not crafted properly, not 
managed well;

6. Visibility, feedback is 
separated from the ‘control 
points’ in the value streams;

7. Ownership of ‘charts’, 
graphs, visuals is a hot 
potato, often not viewed as 
an important task;

8. Not Sustainable.

Desired Future State?

1. High quality design, 
development, execution;

2. Support Statistical/Systems 
Thinking;

3. Right motivations for developing;

4. Provoke timely decisions/actions 
that reduce latencies;

5. Study-Adjust synchronized, 
coordinated, PML 4-5, flows fast;

6. Value Stream Analytics is 
comprehensive;

7. We want them to adhere to solid 
‘cognitive engineering’ principles;

8. we want them to aid separation of 
noise from signal;

9. we want them to be visible in the 
right spots in the Value Streams.

Plan, Study, 
Strategize

Infrastructure: 
BPO’s, VSO’s, Op 
Analytics Team

Value Stream 
Analytics 
Enhancements

Integrate and Deploy as key 
component of your Op Ex 
Program
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What is Ford’s Analytics Vision?
GDI&A Overview

900+ DATA SCIENTISTS

3.2K+ CITIZEN DATA SCIENTISTS

Fun Stats:
Hadoop
• RAM -> 90+TB
• Usable Storage  -> 7+ PB
• CPU Cores -> 7500+



Key points—Intel’s Supply Chain Group on Operational Analytics 
(covered off in detail in the Series to this point)

1. Good analytics come from good problem statements, access to the right 
data, and applying the right techniques

2. Some people have every skill – business acumen, data, technique – to 
perform a good analysis – but it tends to result in a slow ‘craft’ process

3. Investment in the right data foundation has a positive ROI, as analysts 
move faster when they trust the data – results in faster results

4. Good data visualizations can tell the right story quickly, because people 
are predisposed to believe what they see in a chart …

5. There is very positive ROI in getting these decisions right – small analytics 
teams can wield disproportionate influence on the bottom line

6. Good analytics drive positive action – indeed, in Intel’s supply chain 
environment, simple/influential beats complex/impotent every time



Fundamental Construct in 

LeanSigma

If we are so good at X, why do we constantly test and inspect Y?

n Y

n Dependent

n Defect

n Effect

n Key Process 
Outcome

n Monitor

n X1 . . . XN

n Independent

n Root Cause

n Key Lever or 
Process Variable

n Control

To get results, should we focus our behavior on the Y or X?

f(X)Y=

LeanSigma requires a shift toward more discipline managing the X’s

http://www.osu.edu/


Another is to use the Y=f(x) model, causally 

model types of variables

n Process Y’s

n Dependent

n Defect

n Effect

n Key Process Outcome

n Best in Class Process 
Capability

n Monitor

n X1 . . . XN

n Independent

n Root Cause

n Driver

n Key Lever or 
Process Variable

n Control

To get the sustainable results we want we measure and manage the X’s which Drive 

the Process Y’s which Drive the Business Y’s

X’s
Process 

Y’s
Business 

Y’s

n Growth of Franchise 
Value

n Positioning

n Blended Growth 
Rate

n Best in Class Cost 
Structure

n Investor Satisfaction

n Employee Value Exchange

n Customer Success

How do we Translate 
& Measure This?

Customer 

Y’s

http://www.osu.edu/


Models like this help ensure metrics are 

systematically developed and 

comprehensive

http://www.osu.edu/


Most often Value Streams are ‘incompletely, 

inaccurately’ measured at the key ‘control points

- 09.07.2019 - 48

1
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

11

12

13

http://www.osu.edu/


Amount of waste and associated cost at each waste area

49

Carruthers-

Screw 

Auger:

168 lbs/day

≈$125

Drum Breader/ 

Shaker Table 2:

1056 lbs/day

≈$265

Drum Breader/ 

Shaker Table 3:

1054 lbs/day

≈$265

Batter App 2:

302 lbs/day

≈$110

Batter App 3:

340 lbs/day

≈$105

Fryer 2:

237 lbs/day

≈$145

Fryer 3:

202 lbs/day

≈$110

Freezer 2 

Entrance 

Conveyor:

189 lbs/day

≈$160

Freezer 3 

Entrance 

Conveyor:

59 lbs/day

≈$65

Z-Conveyor:

217 lbs/day

≈$290

Inside 

Freezer 2 & 3:

170 lbs/day

≈$70

Bagger-

Palletizing:

478 lbs/day

≈$635

Average lbs/day when running 2 

lines 2 shifts=4,976 lbs. (based on 

data since April 2011 

Yearly cost=$601,170

(Est. for running 2 lines 2 shifts for 

235 days/yr and bagger running 

315 days/yr) *Fryer filters=600 lbs/day

Waste Comp breakdown
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This would be an example of what I was looking for in 

your post lab practice assignment

Service Level

On-Time Delivery Zero Rejects Lower Costs (right 
cost the system

Layout Change

Kanbans and Buffers

Eliminate 
unnecessary Labor

Single Piece Flow

Re-sequence 
Assembly and/or 

workload rebalance

Training

Eliminate internal 
Transport time

Visual 
Management: 

Models

Mistake Proofing: 
workstation standardization 

and orientation

Reduce Late and 
Defect Penalties

Profitability

Facility and 
Equipment Cost

Inventory/WIP

http://www.osu.edu/


From Analyze – Current State Causal Loop Diagram

Inventory Days = 27.1 > 15 Days

Finished Goods ($):  41%        (17%)

Raw Materials ($):    34%         (22%)

Packaging: ($)          17%         (10%)

Finished Goods > 

15 Days:         40%

+

+ +

Packaging > 15 Days:         

61%

Raw Materials >  15 

Days:                69%

Currently Produced > 

15 Days:                36

Discontinued / Slow 

Movers:             28

+

-

Finished Goods Sit +Product Bumped

Raw Materials Sit

Packaging Sits

+

+

Schedule 

Changes

+

+

+

Truck 

Shorted

+

+

Need to fill 

shorted trucks!

Overtime

+

+

+

Machine 

Uptime

Cuts & 

Bumps

Manpower 

Availability

Shortage of 

Materials

++

Schedule is made 

weekly in “surge”

production.

Productivity

Overhead 

Requirements

Keep Plant Busy

Hard Customer 

Orders

Forecast

Demos

Special Buys

Supply Chain Problem

• Lead Time

• Min. Order Quantity

• Vendor Over-shipped

• Early / Late Shipment

• Late Shipment

+

+

+

+

-

+

+

+

-

Changeovers

+

-

+

-

Scanning Errors

affect the entire 

system on the 

reliability of accurate 

information.

Need to Use 

Time Sensitive 

Materials

+

Avoid Changeovers
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Key points

1. Visible Measurement Systems (VMS) are fundamental and powerful motivational 
mechanisms, key element in Job Characteristics Theory;

2. VMS’s are critical, must have requirements in Op Ex and Strategy and Policy 
Deployment Programs and Initiatives;

3. The End Game is to Create Improved Enterprise Value and the VMS’s help ‘all of 
us’ know how we are doing in that regard;

4. VMS’s are the ‘user interfaces’ for Operational Analytics so to speak;

5. VMS’s can/should provoke more timely decisions and actions that drive all 
types and forms of improvement (CI, DMAIC, DfLSS, etc.)

6. Building Better VMS’s require some ‘architecture and engineering’ and 
sustainability of Visible Metrics that naturally drive and sustain high 
performance is function of the initial design process;

7. Sustaining Habits and Behaviors:  Lessons, Learnings, Tips



Key’s to Driving Improvement 
via Measurement and Sustaining

this is not easy!

there is an art and a science, it’s a craft

having an individual and/or team that is dedicated to the ‘craft’, a master at it 
will yield disproportionate benefits

Concept Design takes time, 50% of your effort in this step

Get the Metrics Right, find the ‘drivers’, the metrics that ‘cause’ ideal behaviors 
(of people, technology, and process);

you get what you inspect not what you expect

You can’t manage what you can’t or won’t measure

You can’t measure what you won’t operationally define properly

too often, VMS initiatives are  not positioned properly, the ‘means to and end’ is 
not clear, not transparent.  Measurement ends up being irrelevant and just a lot 
of administrative intensity with no clear, felt payoff.

That’s why the Management Systems ‘Model’ is such a critical abstraction to use.
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High Performance Companies—Built to Last 
(Collins)

Investment Term Result Type of Company

$1,000 20 Years $410,000 Good

$1,000 20 Years $950,000 Great

$1,000 20 Years $6,500,000 Visionary

Requires:

• Context before Action

• Consciousness

• Discipline
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Beware of the fact that pretty good is the 
enemy of great

• Great =$6.4M?

• Pretty Good =$1M?

• Acceptable =$.4M?

0 10

$6.4M$1M

If you ask the people in 
the ‘good’ 
organizations, the 
ones that produced 
$1M how they are 
doing, they will say 
‘pretty good’, a 7 out 
of 10. 

7

$.4M

Big Gap
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Context Requirement 

Context Possibilities Action

Purpose (Why)

Outcomes (Success=) Success =

Strategy for Success Strategy for Success Strategy for Success

Requirements for Success 
Planning

Reqmts for Success 
Ensurance

Role Requirements Roles and Accountabilities

Ground Rules Ground Rules Ground Rules

10 10 80

Visionary 

Companies

Bounded thinking –
right answer;  
Action Junkie

Unbounded thinking –

Quality of question –
focus on RESULTS

• Balancing the two

Default 
Position

30 30 40



the challenge with 
Developing Competence 
with Study-Adjust

‘hacking’ away at 
the wrong things, 
PML 1, or non-
existent, don’t 
know what don’t 
know

Wrong metrics, 
irrelevant effort

PML 3—maturing, 
requires patience 
and persistence

Process 
Maturity level 
4-5 on Study 
Adjust



AIR Database
- SQL Server AIR Database in place for 8+ years

- Data from source systems updated near real time via 
200+ data feeds (ET&L) with 3.9b rows, & 0.5 Tb

- Monitors in place to ensure data is moving from source 
systems as expected

AIR OLAP Cube
- Data stored at lowest level of data granularity but able to 

be aggregated higher

- Developer friendly environment and not constrained by a 
release window so new data able to added quickly

- Data Dictionary along with Change Control Board to 
ensure validity in data and calculations definition

Interfaces
- Data can be pulled directly from AIR database or from the 

OLAP cube in a number of ways:
- Excel (self service pivot tables)

- Reporting tools (SSRS, Microstratey, BOBJ, etc.)

- Indicator tools (eg. Klipfolio)

- Statistical tools (e.g. JMP, Tableau , etc.)

- AIR Database used as source/repository for many internal 
systems and tools

Intel SC had 614 data elements from 14 
sources
Growing daily – watch this space …

For multiple product groups
- CPU, Chipset, Box, Embedded CPU/Chipset, Flash NOR,
UPSD, WiFi, IMC 

The data – analytics and intelligent reporting (AIR)

Let’s Tailor this too to Lab I to understand this

S. Cunningham;  Intel Corporation; 

2013



The frameworks and ‘models’ I’ve shared will help you keep 

‘altitude’ on what you are doing.

http://www.osu.edu/


Ultimately, there are a lot of tendencies and 
habits to break, reshape, create…..
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Digression?
ABCD Model—common initial 
state picture

How we often feel in organizations that aren’t systematically 
working to optimize Enterprise Value and measuring well



ABCD Model—more like 
what we want?

What it starts to feel like once we get the wedge of “B” to 
stick and are able to reduce the D and C…  Feels Better!!
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Takeaways, 

Learnings—

Your Key 

Points

What 

Worked for 

you with 

today’s 

webinar?

What needs 

work?

Unmet, Unfulfilled 

Wants, Needs—how 

can we provide 

more value?

Aha Moments 

and Action 

Items?

See you at the 

Annual IISE All-Ohio 

Dinner Meeting?



Webinar Line-up

13 Aug—Virtual Mentoring:  Career Choicepoint learnings, lessons, tips from Senior ISE 
Leaders (David Poirier, President, The Poirier Group; Ron Romano, Sr. Mgr. Business Process 
Reengineering, Walmart, Canada; Yves Belanger, VP Supply Chain, Wolseley Canada)

27 Aug—The next 7 Habits of Highly Effective Young (ISE) Professionals (Select Group of 
Young ISE Professionals from Discover, United Airlines, Case Western Law School)

10 Sept—Winners Presentations from the IISE Outstanding Capstone Sr. Design Projects 
from 2018-19 (Georgia Tech/Cisco; Ohio State/Abbott Nutrition; Virginia Tech/Eastman Chemical)

1 Oct—Being Successful as a “Covert” ISE (Sean Gionvese, IE Manager, Lockeed Martin and 
Scott Sink)

29 Oct—Service Systems Engineering:  Three of the top 6 finalists from this years IISE 
Outstanding Service Systems Engineering Award will present. OSU Student Life, Penn State 
SEE, Penn State Health System

12 Nov—ISE and Data and Implementation Sciences  Ben Amaba, CTO IBM and Scott Sink

3 Dec—TBD 



Key Points 

1. Visible Measurement Systems are Critical Components of a Successful Operational Excellence Program.

• You can Manage/Improve what you can’t or won’t measure!

2. Full Potential Organizations require well designed Measurement Systems that provoke timely decisions and 
actions aimed at improvement;

• ISE’s can have huge impact by bringing disciplined system design thinking and skills to the 
creation of dynamic and effective PDSA systems.

3. Visibility is a powerful motivator and is required to ensure that willing workers doing their very best create the 
required performances;

• Leadership has the obligation to ensure measurement systems are aligned to support 
employee and team best performances.

4. Secrets to Sustainability are not ‘rocket science’;

• Design it right

• Develop and Deploy it well

• Keep it relevant and ‘alive’

• Push for reduction in the ‘latencies’ that slow improvement.

• Get smart about changing ‘habits’.


